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ABSTRACT 
In real n-space the orthant monotonic norms of Gries [5] can be given a new 
characterization similar to one for monotonic norms: a norm is orthant monotonic if 
and only if for every D = diag(S,, Se,. . . , 8,) > 0, the operator norm of D equals max$. 
This gives an alternative proof to Cries’s: a norm is orthant monotonic if and only if 
its dual norm is or&ant monotonic. Also, it follows that the principal axis vectors are 
self-dual for orthant monotonic norms. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The results in this paper are in the author’s dissertation, which was 
directed by Professor Alston Householder. He suggested to the author the 
problem of finding a matrix closest to a given one when the candidate must 
have a prescribed rank. Although that problem was not solved very satisfac- 
torily for general norms, it led to considerable understanding of the rank of 
the difference of matrices [3]. In addition it led to a more thorough 
understanding of von Neumann’s symmetric norms [4, 81 and the topic here, 
the orthant monotonic norms of Cries [5]. 
For simplicity and to aid geometric understanding, the vector norms 
under consideration will be assumed to be defined in real n-space. However, 
there is a well-known technique (e.g. [7, p. 2081) that permits the extension 
of the real definitions to complex n-space. A vector norm as defined here is a 
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real valued function that is greater than zero (except for the zero vector), 
satisfies the triangle inequality, and for scalar a satisfies 
The property (1.1) is more general than the usual so called equiZibratiun or 
strict homogeneity property ]I ox I I = 1 a 111 XII. A norm is said to be monotonic 
provided for any vectors x and y 
14 < I YI - ll4l < II YIL P.2) 
where the inequality on the left of (1.2) is component by component in 
absolute value. 
In the same issue of Numerische Mathematik where the fundamental 
characterizations of monotonic norms [l] were given, Householder and 
Bauer published a paper [2] which used these characterizations to determine 
inclusion and exclusion regions for eigenvalues. The norms to be char- 
acterized in this paper generalize monotonic norms. If D is a real diagonal 
matrix with the magnitude of each of its diagonal elements one, then D 
determines the orthunt 
{x:Dx>O}. 
Thus a vector belongs to more than one orthant if and only if one or more of 
its components vanishes, e.g., the zero vector belongs to all 2” orthants. A 
norm is orthunt monotonic provided (1.2) holds for each pair of vectors in a 
common orthant. In Fig. 1, if e is the vector (1,l)r and 7-L is the polygon 
with vertices + e,, -t es, 2 e, then I] * 11% is orthant monotonic, but not mono- 
tonic, since l](l, - 1)']1 > ]le]l even though ]e] < ](l, -1)rI. The notation ei 
designates the ith column of the identity matrix I, so that the vectors k er, 
j=1,2,..., n, are the principal axis vectors in the standard basis. 
FIG. 1. A convex body 3c = (x: l]xj] =G l} that induces a norm that is o&ant 
monotonic but not monotonic. 
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The results of this paper consist of a lemma, a theorem, and two 
corollaries, each result characterizing or&ant monotonicity except the last, 
which gives a sufficient co&ton. The lemma gives a vector condition 
dependent on only one component at a time. The theorem and first corollary 
give conditions on the corresponding operator (bound) matrix norm, and the 
final result points out that the principal axis vectors are self-dual for orthant 
monotonic norms. The operator mm of a matrix A corresponding to a vector 
norm is 
lub(A) = rn%ur E. 
To define dual vectors, one needs to define dual norms. The norm dual 
[7j to a norm under consideration is 
The vector y is said to be dual to x (with respect to a given norm) provided 
Y 3’ II Y II’II~II~ 
We will show that even for unequilibrated orthant monotonic norms, the 
principal axis vectors are self-dual, e.g., l= ]]e,]] (Je,J(‘. 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ORTHANT MONOTONICITY 
I_& X be defined as {x: (Ix]] <l}, x’ as {x: ((xl]‘< l} and C n 7-L and 
C n x’ correspondingly. In [5] Gries proved that ]I * 11% is orthant monotonic 
if and only if 
(CnX)‘= en%’ 
for every n - 1 dimensional subspace C spanned by columns of the identity. 
The essential point of Gries’s proof is contained in the proof of the following 
lemma, which has an elementary geometric appeal. That is, for an orthant 
monotonic norm, if a component of a vector is zero, then the norm of the 
vector with only the zero component changed is not less than the norm of 
the original vector. Conversely, if this monotonicity property holds, the norm 
is orthant monotonic. 
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LEMMA. Let G = {e,, e,, . . . , e,}, and $ be the subs-pace spanned by 
{z:zE&, z#ej> (j=l,Z ,..., n). 
A necessary and sufficient condition fin a norm to be o&ant monotonic is 
that for each $, the vector x being in Li implies 
for any scalar (Y. 
Proof. Assume the norm is orthant monotonic. If ;r E Ci, then x and 
x + aei are in a common orthant for any OL, and 
1x1 < lx+ aej(. 
By hypothesis, therefore, 
llxll < Ib+~eJl. 
Conversely, let the vectors x and y be in the same orthant such that 
I Y I Q I4 
Let x0= y, x,,=x, and 
x.=([~,& ,..., q,qj+l ,..., 7jn)’ 
I (i=L%...,n-1). 
Then for the norm to be orthant monotonic, it suffices to show that for 
O<j Qn, 
Thus, there is a h with 0 6 h f 1 such that 
By hypothesis 
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Therefore, 
In the fundamental paper on monotonic norms [l], these norms were 
characterized as having the property that the corresponding operator norm is 
such that lub(D)=max(?$] f or every diagonal matrix D= diag(&, 6,, . . . ,a,). 
We now give a result closely related to this result for orthant monotonic 
norms. 
THEOREM. A rwrm is orthunt monotonic if and only if for every 
diagonal matrix D = diag( S,, S,, . . . , 13,) with nonnegative diugonal elements, 
lub( D) = my Si. 
Proof. Let 
Pi = I - eiejT. 
Then by hypothesis lub(P,) = 1. Let x E ei, where Ci is defined as in the 




By the lemma the norm is orthant monotonic. Conversely, let the norm be 
orthant monotonic. There is no loss in generality in assuming 
Then each vector x is in a common orthant with Dx, and 
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By orthant monotonicity 
Hence, lub( D) 6 1. But De, = 8, ek implies lub( D) = 1. 
The above proof gives 
n 
COROLLARY. A norm is orthant monotonic if and only if the correspond- 
ing operator norm satisfies 
lub(l- e,e,‘) = 1 (i=l,Z ,..., n), 
provided that n > 1. 
It is well known [7j that for any real matrix A, 
lub’(Ar) =lub(A). 
Hence, the above characterizations give an immediate and alternative ap- 
proach to Gries’s [5, p. 351 result that a norm is orthant monotonic if and 
only if the dual norm is orthant monotonic. The analogous result holds for 
monotonic norms [l] and the symmetric norms of von Neumann [8, 41. 
The next (and concluding) result contains the fact that the principal axis 
vectors are self-dual for orthant monotonic norms. It is well known [7j and 
easy to verify that for vectors x and y, if the matrix A = xyr#O, i.e., 
rank(A)= 1, then for equilibrated norms lub(A)= ](x]J (1 y]]‘, so that with our 
theorem, we immediately have self-duality of the principal axis vectors. For 
nonequilibrated norms, more work is necessary. We could give a much more 
geometric approach [4], but will not. 
CoRommY. For an o&ant monotonic notm, 
l=lub(e,eF)= lIei]] (]ei](’ (i=1,2 ,..., n). 
Proof, By the theorem and the definition of the operator norm, 
1 = lub(viT) = ,,;cl Il(wiT)xll = ,,;;E~ Ilt&ll~ 
where 5, is the ith component of the vector x. There is no restriction in 
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assuming 4 >0, since there is a scalar (Y >0 for which 
x = ae,, llxll = 1. 
Hence, 
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